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ARM EXPONENTS IN HIGH DIMENSIONAL PERCOLATION
GADY KOZMA AND ASAF NACHMIAS
ABSTRACT. We study the probability that the origin is connected to the
sphere of radius r (an arm event) in critical percolation in high dimen-
sions, namely when the dimension d is large enough or when d > 6
and the lattice is sufficiently spread out. We prove that this probability
decays like r−2. Furthermore, we show that the probability of having
` disjoint arms to distance r emanating from the vicinity of the origin
is r−2`.
1. Introduction
It is widely believed that there is no infinite component almost surely
in critical percolation on any d-dimensional lattice for any d > 1. Prov-
ing this is considered one of the most challenging problems in probabil-
ity. This was proved for d = 2 by Harris [21] and Kesten [26] and in high
dimensions by Hara and Slade [19]. By high dimensions we mean one of
the two underlying graphs: (i)Zd with d ≥ 19 or, (ii) the graphwith vertex
set Zd such that x and y are neighbors iff |x− y | ≤ L for sufficiently large
L and d > 6 (see further definitions below).
Having no infinite component almost surely is equivalent to the asser-
tion that the probability that the origin is connected by an open path to
∂Qr , the boundary of the cube {−r, . . . ,r }d tends to 0 as r →∞. Physi-
cists’ lore (see for example [1], page 31) maintains that not only is there
no infinite component for any d ≥ 2, but also that these probabilities de-
cay according to some power law in r , that is Ppc (0↔ ∂Qr ) = r−1/ρ+o(1)
for some critical exponent ρ > 0 which depends only on the dimension
d , and not on the local structure of the lattice. In this paper we prove that
ρ = 1/2 in high dimensions.
Theorem 1. Consider critical percolation in high dimensions. Then we
have
Ppc
(
0↔ ∂Qr
)
≈ r−2 ,
Here and below, f (r ) ≈ g (r ) means that for some constant C > 0 which
might depend on the dimension d and on the specific lattice chosen, but
not on r , we have C−1 f (r ) ≤ g (r ) ≤C f (r ) for all r > 0. A one-arm expo-
nent was established in a few cases in the past.
1
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• Kolmogorov [28] studied critical Galton-Watson processes and
showed that for critical percolation on an infinite regular tree,
ρ = 1 (this can be considered as the d =∞ case).
• In the breakthrough work of Lawler, Schramm and Werner [32],
who relied on the work of Smirnov [39, 9], it is shown that ρ =
48/5 for the triangular lattice in two dimensions.
• Van der Hofstad, den Hollander and Slade show that ρ = 1 in the
setting of critical oriented spread-out percolation in dimension
larger than 4.
Even thoughmost critical exponents for high dimensional percolation
are known, the value of ρ has remained undetermined. A previous at-
tempt at calculating ρ was made by Sakai [36]. He proved a conditional
result implying that ρ = 1/2, but unfortunately his assumptions are not
known to hold. One of his assumptions is that ρ is well defined — an
assertionwe do not know how to prove without employing the full mech-
anism of this paper.
Rigorous results about critical percolation in highdimensionswere ob-
tained using the lace expansion, a perturbative technique inspired by the
non-rigorous renormalizationgroupmethods used by physicists. We will
liberally apply results achieved using the lace expansion, described be-
low, but we do not use this technique directly.
1.1. Critical percolation in high dimensions. For an infinite graph G
and p ∈ [0,1] we write Pp for the probability measure on subgraphs of
G obtained by independently retaining each edge with probability p and
deleting it with probability 1−p. Edges retained are called open and edges
deleted are called closed. The critical percolation probability pc is defined
by
inf
{
p : Pp(∃ an infinite component)> 0
}
.
In this paper we consider critical percolation in high dimensions. By
that we mean thatG = (V ,E ) is one of the following.
• The nearest neighbormodel with d ≥ 19, in which the vertex set
V =Zd and E = {(x, y) : ||x− y ||1 = 1} or,
• The spread-outmodelwith d > 6, inwhichV =Zd andE = {(x, y) :
||x− y ||1 ≤ L} for some sufficiently large L > L0(d).
Informally, in high dimensions the space available for the critical perco-
lation cluster to expand is so large, that the interactions between different
parts of the cluster become negligible, forming some independence be-
tween the different parts of the cluster. When the underlying graph is an
infinite regular tree, this statement can be made completely formal. In-
deed, the status of the edges descending from one branch of the root is
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independent of the status of the edges descending from another branch.
Even though such strong independence does not hold in critical percola-
tion on Zd , we still expect the same rough behavior when d is large. One
formal aspect of this heuristic, is that we expect that the critical expo-
nents, which describe the “shape” of the clusters, attain the same value
they do on an infinite regular tree.
A fundamental result in this spirit is due to Barsky and Aizenman [6]
and Hara and Slade [19]. It states that in high dimensions we have
Ppc (|C (0)| > n)≈
1p
n
, (1.1)
where C (0) denotes the connected cluster containing the origin. It is a
classical fact [5] that the same statement holds for critical percolation on
an infinite regular tree. We remark that in [20] the precise asymptotic
behavior of Ppc (|C (0)| ≥ n) in high dimensions was obtained.
This appearance of “tree-like” behavior once the dimension is large oc-
curs in many models of statistical physics. The dimension this transition
occurs at is sometimes called the upper critical dimension. It is believed
that for critical percolation, the upper critical dimension is 6. In particu-
lar, it is believed that (1.1) holdswhenever d > 6, however, thiswas proved
only for the spread-outmodel andproving this in the full generality is still
open.
In this paper we use the estimate (1.1) to prove our main theorem.
Note, however, that we cannot expect Theorem 1 to hold assuming only
(1.1) since in an infinite regular tree we have that (1.1) holds but ρ = 1.
At first, having ρ = 1/2 in high dimensions may seem contradictory to
the tree-like behavior mentioned above, but in fact, ρ = 1 in a tree cor-
responds to ρ′ = 1 in high dimensions, where ρ′ is the intrinsic metric
one-arm exponent. See [29] for more details.
The second estimate that we use, derived by Hara [17] (for the nearest-
neighbor model) and by Hara, van der Hofstad and Slade [18] (for the
spread-out model) states that in high dimensions
Ppc (0↔ x)≈ |x|2−d , (1.2)
where 0↔ x denotes the event that 0 is connected to x with an openpath.
In fact, in [6] it is shown that this estimate implies (1.1). Wemay now state
a more exact version of our result
Theorem 1 (conditional version). Assume (Zd ,E ) is a lattice satisfying
(i) d > 6;
(ii) The estimate (1.2); and
(iii) The edge set E is invariant under reflections and coordinate per-
mutations.
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Then
Ppc
(
0↔ ∂Qr
)
≈ r−2 ,
We explain why (iii) is needed in §1.3.
1.2. Outline of the proof. We use an induction scheme, not unlike the
one used in [29, §3.2] for calculating the intrinsic one-arm exponent. Let
us describe it in the roughest possible terms. Define γ(r ) = P(0↔ ∂Qr ).
Assume that the event 0↔ ∂Q3r occurred. Then one the the following
must have happened.
(i) The clustermight have been not too small, that is, |C (0)| ≥ 1
100
r 4.
By (1.1) this probability is at most c/r 2.
(ii) For every j ∈ [r,2r ], define
X j = |{x ∈ ∂Q j : 0
Q j←→ x}| , (1.3)
where by 0
Q j←→ x we mean that 0 is connected to x with an open
path which resides inQ j . The second possibility is that for some
j ∈ [r,2r ] we have that X j ≤ r 2. For this to happen we must have
that 0 is connected to ∂Q j , which occurs with probability at most
γ(r ), and then at least one x ∈ ∂Q j with 0
Q j←→ x must be con-
nected to ∂Q3r , which costs us another γ(r ). Thus, the probabil-
ity of this event is at most r 2γ(r )2.
(iii) The remaining case is that X j ≥ r 2 for all j ∈ [r,2r ] and |C0| ≤
1
100r
4. Heuristically, if X j ≥ r 2 for all j ∈ [r,2r ] then we expect
|C (0)| to be of size at least r 4. So the probability that |C (0)| is at
most 1
100
r 4 should be small, say atmost 1
20
. Remembering thatwe
also need for 0 to be connected to ∂Qr we get that the probability
of this possibility is at most 120γ(r ).
All this gives the heuristic relation
γ(3r )≤ c
r 2
+ r 2γ(r )2+ 120γ(r ) ,
from which it is possible to prove inductively that γ(r ) < C/r 2. This is
indeed the case, though we left out from this simplified sketch several
additional parameters required for the induction to work. See the details
in chapter 2 below, starting with Lemma 2.3.
The estimate of (iii) is the hardest part. Let us therefore state it as a sep-
arate result. For this we need to introduce the following random variable.
For j ∈ [r,2r ] and an integer L ∈ [0,r ] we define
A j =
∣∣{y ∈Q j+L \Q j : 0↔ y}∣∣ . (1.4)
Recall also the definition of X j at (1.3).
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Theorem 2. There exists a constant c > 0 such that for any j sufficiently
large, and any L ≥ j 1/10 we have
Ppc
(
X j ≥ L2 and A j ≤ cL4
)
≤ (1−c)Ppc
(
0↔ ∂Q j
)
.
The exponent 1/10 in the condition L ≥ j 1/10 is immaterial and can be
replaced with any positive number, however, this is unimportant since
we apply this theoremwith L quite close to j .
Let us sketch the proof of Theorem 2. We condition on X j and then
show using a second-moment method that Ppc (A j > cL4 |X j ) > c. The
main difficulty in the approach is the lower bound of the conditional first
moment. Heuristically, each x ∈ ∂Q j “branches out” to L2 vertices on
average, so we should have E(A j |X j > L2)≥ L4, as long as
(i) The conditioning on X j does not alter significantly the behavior
of one x; and
(ii) the different branches coming out of every x do not intersect too
much.
A natural approach to showing a claim of this sort would have been using
the triangle condition. See [4, 6, 34, 36, 29] for details about the triangle
condition and its applications. We could not make the triangle condition
work directly, so we replaced it with a regularity analysis, which is similar
in spirit, even if very different in detail. Let us expand on this topic.
1.3. Connectionprobability andcluster regularity. Akey element in the
proof, is a lower bound on the connection probabilities. Let us state it
formally.
Lemma 1.1. Let Zd be a lattice in Rd such that the edge set E (Zd ) is sym-
metric with respect to coordinate permutations and reflections. Then there
exist constants C > 0 and c > 0 such that for any z ∈ ∂Qr we have
Ppc (0
Qr←→ z)≥ ce−C log2 r .
An interesting feature of this lemma is that it holds in all dimensions.
However, the estimate is definitely not sharp, and we believe that the
probability is in fact polynomially small and that it is minimized when
z sits in the corner of the cube, and then the probability is ≈ r ξ(d) with
ξ(d)= 2−2d when d > 6. The proof of this lemma is elementary, and it is
there that we require the lattice to be invariant under coordinate permu-
tations and reflections.
Even though it is not sharp, Lemma 1.1 suffices to prove regularity re-
sults on the cluster of the origin. The precise form of regularity we need
is somewhat technical and we expand on that in chapter 4. Here let us
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0 x+QsEout
FIGURE 1. The event Eout is independent of the edges in
x+Qs .
demonstrate it with a simple example. Let x ∈ Zd and define for any
A ⊂Zd
C (x;A)= {y : x A←→ y} .
Let s ≥ 0 and consider C (x;x+Qs). It is well known since 1984 [4] that
percolation clusters have an exponential tail beyond their typical “large”
size, which is s4 in our case. In other words
Ppc (|C (x;x+Qs )| ≥ s4 log3 s)≤Ce−c log
3 s . (1.5)
A regularity statement we wish to prove roughly asserts that the same
bound (1.5) holds even if we know that 0↔ x. Formally we wish to prove
that
Ppc (|C (x;x+Qs)| ≥ s4 log3 s | 0←→ x)≤Ce−c log
3 s . (1.6)
What we need for the proof of Theorem 2 is somewhat different, but the
idea is similar and Lemma 1.1 plays a crucial role. To understand how
the conditioning affects the picture, define Eout to be the event that 0 is
connected to x+Qs (see Figure 1). We now apply Lemma 1.1. We get
Ppc (0↔ x |Eout)≥ ce−C log
2 s , (1.7)
simply because conditioning on Eout reveals no information about the
status of the edges in x+Qs , and it is enough for 0↔ x to let x connect
to a single point on the boundary x+∂Qs . The former reason also shows
that the events Eout and |C (x;x+Qs )| ≥ s4 log3 s are independent. Hence,
Ppc (0←→ x, |C (x;x+Qs )| ≥ s4 log3 s)≤
≤Ppc (Eout, |C (x;x+Qs)| ≥ s4 log3 s)=
=Ppc (Eout)Ppc (|C (x;x+Qs)| ≥ s4 log3 s)≤
By (1.5) ≤Ppc (Eout)Ce−c log
3 s ≤
By (1.7) ≤Ppc (0↔ x)Ce−c log
3 s+C log2 s ≤Ce−c log3 sPpc (0←→ x) ,
which shows (1.6). Inequality (1.6) is a local regularity assertion. From it
one may get global regularity results in which similar estimates hold for
most points of the cluster simultaneously. See the full details in chapter
4.
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1.4. Multiple arms. Theheuristic presented above suggests that the prob-
ability of having ` disjoint arms emanating from a small neighborhoodof
the origin is r−2`. This is indeed the contents of the following theorem.
Theorem 3. For any integer ` ≥ 1 there exists a constant K = K (`) such
that for any r > 0 and for any vertices y1, . . . , y` ∈ B(0, 12r ) satisfying |yi −
y j | ≥K for any i 6= j we have
Ppc
(
{y1↔ ∂Qr }◦ · · · ◦ {y`↔ ∂Qr }
)
≈ r−2` ,
where the constants implied depend on `,d and the specific lattice, but not
on r .
The upper bound of this theorem follows immediately from the BK in-
equality, however, the lower bound requires an “inverse”-BK argument.
1.5. TheBK-Reimer inequality. Weclose this introductionwith a remark
that might be interesting to some. In the proof of Lemma 5.5 we use
Reimer’s version of the van den Berg-Kesten inequality [35, 10]. It does
not seem as if the event at hand is an intersection of an increasing and a
decreasing event, so one cannot replace it with the simpler van den Berg-
Fiebig version [7]. Nor did we see an obvious reduction to any simpler in-
equality. In short, it seems the full power of Reimer’s inequality is needed.
In a similar spirit we drop the convention of using ◦ for increasing events
and for general events, and use ◦ for both.
1.6. Notations. By “lattice” we mean a graph embedded in Rd such that
the vertex set is Zd and the edge set, which we shall denote by E (Zd ), is
periodic with respect to a group of translations spanning Rd (by linear
combinations). We assume the degree of each vertex is finite. We write
Qr ⊂Zd for the cube {−r, . . . ,r }d and ∂Qr for its internal boundary
∂Qr =
{
z ∈Qr : ∃x 6∈Qr with (z,x) is an edge in Zd
}
.
We will not be very strict about r being an integer, and in these cases we
denoteQr =Qbr c etc.
For two vertices x, y we write x ↔ y for the event that x is connected
to y by an open path. It will be convenient to assume that x ↔ x occurs
always. We write C (x) for the connected component containing x, that
is, C (x) = {y : x↔ y}. For a subset A ⊂Zd we write x A←→ y for the event
that x is connected to y by an open path which is contained in A (in par-
ticular, wemust have x, y ∈ A) andwe writeC (x;A) to denote the vertices
connected to x within A, that is C (x;A) = {y : x A←→ y}, as define above.
We say that x↔ y off A if there is an open path connecting x and y which
avoids the vertices of A.
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For two events A ,B we write A ◦B for the event that there exists
two disjoint sets U , V ⊂ E (Zd ) such that the status of the edges of U
determines A , and the status of the edges of V determines B. We fre-
quently use the BK-Reimer inequality stating that P(A ◦B)≤ P(A )P(B)
(see [35, 10]) and the FKG inequality stating that if A and B are mono-
tone increasing, then P(A ∩B)≥P(A )P(B).
For x, y ∈Zd wewrite |x−y | for the Euclidean distance
√∑
i
(
(x)i − (y)i
)2
,
||x − y ||∞ for max |(x)i − (y)i | and ||x − y ||1 for
∑
i |(x)i − (y)i |. For a sub-
set of vertices S ⊂ Zd and a vertex x ∈ Zd we write x + S for the trans-
lation x + S = {x + s : s ∈ S}. We denote by c and C positive constants
which depend only on d and on the specific lattice. The value of c and
C will change from place to place, even within the same formula — oc-
casionally we will number the constants c1,c2, . . . for clarity. Numbered
constants do not change their value. We use c for constants which are
“small enough” and C for constants which are “large enough”. The nota-
tion X ≈ Y is short for cX < Y < CX . We did not make any attempt at
optimizing constants in this work. Finally, let us remark on the use of K .
We use K consistently to denote a small translation or a small distance
between two points. In a typical lemma,K will start out as a free parame-
ter, but will be fixed to a constant (depending on d and the lattice) when
enough information was gathered. From that point on, we will consider
it as just anotherC .
1.7. Organization. In the next chapter we show how to formalize the
heuristic relationmentioned in §1.2 and then, using Theorem 2, perform
the induction which yields the proof of Theorem 1.
The majority of the paper is dedicated to proving Theorem 2. In chap-
ter 3we prove Lemma1.1. We use this in chapter 4 to derive the regularity
theorem, and apply all this to prove Theorem 2 in chapter 5. We conclude
by proving Theorem 3 in chapter 6.
2. The induction scheme: proof of Theorem 1 using Theorem 2
In this chapter we showhow to derive ourmain result, Theorem 1 from
Theorem 2. The difficulty in the proof of Theorem 1 is the upper bound.
Indeed, the lower bound on P
(
0↔ ∂Qr
)
follows from a simple second
moment estimate using the 2-point function estimate (1.2). This will be
will be proved in lemma 2.2, right after the following simple calculation.
Lemma 2.1. There exists a constant C > 0 such that for any r we have∑
x,y∈Qr
P(0↔ x,0↔ y)≤Cr 6
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Proof. If x and y are connected to 0, then there exists z such that the
events {0↔ z}, {z ↔ x} and {z ↔ y} occur disjointly (we allow the case
z = 0). This is easy to see, and [16, proof of theorem (6.75)] gives a care-
ful derivation. By the BK inequality and the two-point function estimate
(1.2) we get that∑
x,y∈Qr
P(0↔ x,0↔ y)≤
∑
x,y∈Qr ,z∈Zd
P({0↔ z}◦ {z↔ x}◦ {z↔ y})≤
by BK ≤
∑
x,y∈Qr ,z∈Zd
P(0↔ z)P(z↔ x)P(z↔ y)<
by (1.2) <C
∑
x,y∈Qr ,z∈Zd
|z|2−d |x− z|2−d |y − z|2−d .
We estimate this sum in two parts. For |z| ≤ dr we simply sum over y ,
then over x and finally over z to get∑
x,y∈Qr ,|z|≤dr
|z|2−d |x− z|2−d |y − z|2−d <Cr 6 .
In the other case, |z| > dr then |z| > 2|x| because |x| ≤ r
p
d and d > 6 so
|z−x| > |z|/2 and |z− y | > |z|/2. Hence∑
x,y∈Qr ,|z|≥dr
|z|2−d |x− z|2−d |y − z|2−d <Cr 2d
∑
|z|>dr
|z|6−3d <Cr 6 . 
Lemma 2.2. There exists some constant c > 0 such that
P
(
0↔ ∂Qr
)
≥ c
r 2
,
for all r > 0.
Proof. Define the random variable X by
X =
∣∣∣{x ∈Q2r \Qr : 0↔ x}∣∣∣ .
By the 2-point function estimate (1.2) we have
EX > cr d r 2−d = cr 2 .
The second moment is bounded by Lemma 2.1, so EX 2 ≤ Cr 6. Observe
that X > 0 implies that 0↔ ∂Qr and hence we get
P
(
0↔ ∂Qr
)
≥ (EX )
2
EX 2
≥ cr−2 . 
Wemove to our main endeavor, that of proving Theorem 1 from Theo-
rem 2. First we get from Theorem 2 a recursive inequality for P(0↔ ∂Qr ).
Let us state it as a lemma.
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Lemma 2.3. Write γ(r ) = P(0↔ ∂Qr ). There exists positive constants c1
and C1 such that for all λ ∈ (0,1] there exists ²0 = ²0(λ) such that for all
² ∈ (0,²0)we have
γ(r (1+λ))≤ C1p
²r 2
+²3/5r 2γ(r )γ
(λr
2
)
+ (1−c1)γ(r ) . (2.1)
Remark. The value 3
5
is somewhat arbitrary, but the proof of Theorem 1
requires that it would be larger than 12 .
Proof. Let us first dispose of an uninteresting range of parameters, the
case that ²≤ 2r−3. In this case we simply use Barsky-Aizenman (1.1) and
get
γ(r (1+λ)) (1.1)≤ Cp
r
≤ Cp
²r 2
and we are done (with no need to examine the other terms in (2.1)).
Otherwise, define L = ²3/10r . Recall the definitions of X j and A j (1.3),
(1.4) preceding the statement of Theorem 2 (with the L just defined). If
0↔ ∂Qr (1+λ), then one of the following events must occur
(i) |C (0)| ≥ ²r 4,
(ii) For some j ∈ [r (1+λ/4),r (1+ λ/2)] we have X j ≤ L2 and 0 ↔
∂Qr (1+λ),
(iii) For all j ∈ [r (1+λ/4),r (1+λ/2)] we have X j > L2 and |C (0)| < ²r 4.
Denote these events byB1, B2 and B3 respectively.
The termB1. By Barsky-Aizenman (1.1) we bound
P(B1)≤
C1
r 2
p
²
,
which gives the first term in (2.1).
The term B2. We estimate P(B2) using a regeneration argument similar
to the one used in [29, eq. (3.8)]. Let j0 ∈ [r (1+λ/4),r (1+λ/2)] be the first
j for which 0< X j ≤ L2, and condition on C =C (0;Q j0). We get
P(B2)=
∑
A admissable
P(C = A)P(0↔ ∂Qr (1+λ)) |C = A) (2.2)
where “admissible”means that P(C = A)> 0. If 0↔ ∂Qr (1+λ), then one of
the vertices of ∂C must be connected to ∂Qr (1+λ) off C , so we can write
P(0↔ ∂Qr (1+λ)) |C = A)≤
∑
x∈A∩∂Q j0
P(x↔ ∂Qr (1+λ)) off A |C = A).
We now note thatC (0;Q j ) allows to tell whether j = j0 or not— no infor-
mation from the rest of the configuration is needed (here it is important
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that j0 is the first such j ). Therefore the conditioning over C (0;Q j0) = A
gives no information on the rest of the configuration and we learn that
P(x↔ ∂Qr (1+λ) off A |C = A)=P(x↔ ∂Qr (1+λ) off A)
≤P(x↔ ∂Qr (1+λ))
since x ∈ ∂Q j0 ⊂Qr (1+λ/2) ≤ γ
(
λr
2
)
.
The sumover all x gives a factor of at most L2 by definitionof j0. Plugging
this into (2.2) gives
P(B2)≤ L2γ
(
λr
2
) ∑
A admissable
P(C = A)≤ L2γ
(
λr
2
)
γ(r )
which is the second term in (2.1).
The term B3. It is at this point that we use Theorem 2. Let us first verify
the conditions of the Theorem, namely that j is sufficiently large and that
L ≥ j 1/10. We may definitely assume that r is sufficiently large because
for small r setting C1 large will render the lemma true vacuously. And
j > r . For the second conditionwe recall that at the very beginning of the
lemma we assumed ²> 2r−3 and then L > (8r )1/10 > j 1/10 (here is where
we used λ≤ 1 to make sure j ≤ 2r ). Hence we may apply Theorem 2. For
every integer 1≤ i ≤ 14λ²−3/10 let
ji = r + 14λr + iL ∈ [r (1+ 14λ),r (1+ 12λ)] .
Let c2 be the constant from Theorem 2. We define the random variable
I =
∣∣∣{i : X ji ≥ L2 and A ji < c2L4}∣∣∣ .
Now, if |C (0)| < ²r 4, then∣∣{i : A ji ≥ c2L4}∣∣< ²r 4c2L4 = ²
−1/5
c2
.
However, B3 implies that all X ji ≥ L2 and hence
B3⇒ I >
⌊
1
4λ²
−3/10⌋−c−12 ²−1/5 .
This last formula is themost interesting restriction on the exponent 3/5 in
the statement of the lemma. We need it here to be less than 2/3 — other-
wise the term subtracted would be bigger than the positive term render-
ing the estimate useless.
On the other hand, summing the estimate of Theorem 2 over all i gives
that
EI ≤ (1−c2)γ(r )14λ²−3/10
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and hence byMarkov’s inequality
P(B3)≤P
(
I >
⌊
1
4λ²
−3/10⌋−c−12 ²−1/5)≤ (1−c2)14λ²−3/101
4λ²
−3/10−c−12 ²−1/5−1
γ(r )
≤ 1−c2
1−Cλ−1²1/10γ(r ) ,
and with ² sufficiently small, depending on λ, this is at most (1− c1)γ(r ),
say with c1 := 12c2. This is the last term in (2.1) and the lemma is proved.

Proof of Theorem 1. Let c1 and C1 be as in Lemma 2.3. We first fix λ > 0
sufficiently small such that
(1+λ)2 ≤ 2, (1−c1)(1+λ)2 ≤ (1− 12c1). (2.3)
Next we fixM so large such that
(2C1+8λ−2)M−1/11 ≤ 12c1 , (2.4)
M−20/11 ≤ ²0(λ) (2.5)
where ²0(λ) is also from the statement of Lemma 2.3. We shall prove by
induction that for any r we have γ(r ) ≤ Mr−2. For convenience of no-
tation, assume we wish to prove the claim for r (1+λ) so the induction
assumption is
γ(s)≤ M
s2
∀s < r (1+λ).
We now use Lemma 2.3 with ² = M−20/11 (here is where we need (2.5))
and get
γ(r (1+λ))≤ C1p
²r 2
+²3/5r 2γ(r )γ
(
λr
2
)
+ (1−c1)γ(r )≤
inductively ≤ C1M
10/11
r 2
+M−12/11r 2 ·M
r 2
· 4M
(λr )2
+ (1−c1)
M
r 2
≤
by (2.3) ≤ M
(r (1+λ))2
(
M−1/11(2C1+8λ−2)+ (1− 12c1)
)
≤
by (2.4) ≤ M
(r (1+λ))2 .
This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
3. A lower bound on connection probability: proof of Lemma 1.1
In this chapterwe assume neither that d > 6 nor that (1.1) or (1.2) hold.
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Lemma 3.1. Let Zd be a bounded lattice in Rd . Then, for any p ≥ pc and
any r > 0, ∑
z∈∂Qr
P(0
Qr←→ z)≥ 1.
Proof. Assume the contrary and let ² > 0 and r > 0 be such that ∑z∈∂Qr
P(0
Qr←→ z)= 1−². We will show that
E|C (0)| <∞. (3.1)
It is well known that this implies that p < pc — see [4, eq. (3.2)] or [16].
Hence the lemma will be proved once we demonstrate (3.1).
To see (3.1) fix an integer n. Let Xn be the collection of n-tuples 0 =
x1, . . . ,xn satisfying that
(i) xi+1 ∈ xi +∂Qr ;
(ii) There exist open simple paths γi from xi to xi+1 with γi ⊂ xi+Qr ;
and
(iii) The γi are vertex-disjoint except at their end-points.
By the BK inequality and translation invariance we have
P((x1, . . . ,xn) ∈Xn)≤
n∏
i=1
P(0↔ xi −xi−1 inQr )
and summing over all possible n-tuples (x1, . . . ,xn) gives
P(Xn 6= ;)≤
( ∑
z∈∂Qr
P(0↔ z inQr )
)n
= (1−²)n
by our contradictory assumption.
Now fix some z ∉Qnr . If 0↔ z then theremust exist some open simple
path γ : 0→ z. Define x1 = 0 and then inductively xi+1 to be the first point
on γ after xi in xi +∂Qr . Clearly this process lasts at least n steps. Hence
0↔ z impliesXn 6= ; and in particular
P(0↔ z)≤ (1−²)n .
So
E
(∣∣C (0)∩ (Q(n+1)r \Qnr )∣∣)≤ (2(n+1)r )d (1−²)n
and summing over n gives (3.1) and finishes the lemma. 
Proof of lemma 1.1. Weshall construct a sequence of cubes xi+QMi ⊂Qr ,
for i = 1, . . . ,N and N ≤C logr , such that x1 = 0 but xN = z and
P(xi
xi+QMi←→ xi+1)≥ cr 1−d . (3.2)
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FIGURE 2. On the left, the points xi . On the right, the for-
bidden area for each xi .
See Figure 2, left. This will of course finish the lemma, by the FKG in-
equality:
P(0
Qr←→ z)≥P(x1
Qr←→ x2, . . . ,xN−1
Qr←→ xN )≥
by FKG ≥
N−1∏
i=1
P(xi
Qr←→ xi+1)≥
because xi +QMi ⊂Qr ≥
N−1∏
i=1
P(xi
xi+QMi←→ xi+1)≥
by (3.2) and N ≤C logr ≥
N−1∏
i=1
cr 1−d ≥ ce−C log2 r .
Hence we only need to construct the xi .
The construction is inductive, and it is important to keep the xi away
from the boundary ofQr throughout the process — otherwise we would
not be able to choose a reasonably bigMi with xi +QMi ⊂Qr . Hence we
will require that for every index 1≤ j ≤ d ,
r −
∣∣(xi ) j ∣∣≥ 1
4
‖z−xi‖∞ . (3.3)
See figure 2, right.
We proceed to the details of the construction. Assume x1, . . . ,xi have
already been defined. DefineMi = 14 ‖z−xi‖∞. By assumption (3.3), xi +
QMi ⊂Qr , as required. By Lemma 3.1 we have∑
y∈∂QMi
P(0
QMi←→ y)≥ 1
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and therefore there exist some y such that
P(0
QMi←→ y)≥ cM1−di ≥ cr 1−d . (3.4)
We want to define xi+1 = xi + y but thatmight take us in the wrong direc-
tion, that is, not towards z. It is at this point that we use the symmetries
of the lattice. The symmetries allow us to rearrange the coordinates of y
and change their signs and (3.4) will still hold. We do so according to the
following rules:
(i) |y j | are arranged like
∣∣(z−xi ) j ∣∣ i.e. if ∣∣(z−xi ) j ∣∣ > ∣∣(z−xi )k ∣∣ then
|y j | ≥ |yk |;
(ii) In directions j where
∣∣(z−xi ) j ∣∣ ≥ 2Mi we want xi+1 to be closer
to z, so set sign y j = sign(z−xi ) j . We will see later that this auto-
matically takes care of the distance from ∂Qr .
(iii) Otherwise we ignore the distance from z and just pull away from
∂Qr i.e. set sign y j =−sign(xi ) j . For notational convenience, as-
sume here and below that sign0= 1.
This concludes the description of the construction, andwe automatically
get the connection probability estimate (3.2).
Next we wish to verify that we indeed reach a neighbor of z in at most
C logr steps and that (3.3) holds. We shall show that every step of the in-
duction does not increase ||z−xi ||∞ and after d steps the norm is reduced
by a constant i.e.
||z−xi+d ||∞ ≤ 34 ||z−xi ||∞ (3.5)
which is enough. We first note that by (ii), the fact that ||y ||∞ ≤Mi and
that ||z−xi ||∞ = 4Mi it is immediately clear that
‖z−xi+1‖∞ ≤ ‖z−xi‖∞ . (3.6)
Further, since y ∈ ∂QMi then it must have at least one coordinate with
absolute valueMi . Denote by j1 the largest coordinate in absolute value
of z− xi . We get that |(z−xi ) j1 | is reduced from 4Mi to 3Mi . Again from
(ii) we see that at the next steps it will stay below 3Mi , because it can only
increase (at some step i +k) if it becomes ≤ 2Mi+k and in this case it can
only increase up to 3Mi+k . This is ≤ 3Mi by (3.6). In short we get∣∣(z−xi+k ) j1∣∣≤ 3Mi ∀k ≥ 1. (3.7)
Next denote by j2 the largest coordinate of z − xi+1. If j2 = j1 then ||z −
xi+1||∞ ≤ 3Mi and (3.5) is proved. Otherwise we get from the same argu-
ments ∣∣(z−xi+1+k ) j2∣∣≤ 3Mi+1 ≤ 3Mi ∀k ≥ 1.
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And so on. By step i +d we would have either covered all coordinates
or run into a case of two equal j -s, either which demonstrates (3.5) and
hence that N ≤C logr .
To complete the induction we need to show that (3.3) is preserved.
Clearly it holds for i = 0. For i > 1 we have two cases:
The case
∣∣(z−xi ) j ∣∣< 2Mi . In this case, by (iii), we try to increase the dis-
tance from r , andwe succeed unless
∣∣(xi ) j ∣∣< 12 ∣∣(yi ) j ∣∣. If we succeed then
r −
∣∣(xi+1) j ∣∣≥ r − ∣∣(xi ) j ∣∣ (3.3)≥ Mi (3.6)≥ Mi+1 (3.8)
where the reference to (3.3) in the formula above is a reference to our
inductive assumption of the validity of (3.3) in the previous step. If we
failed, then
r −
∣∣∣(xi+1) j ∣∣∣≥ r − ∣∣∣(yi ) j ∣∣∣≥ 4Mi −Mi (3.6)> Mi+1 .
The case
∣∣(z−xi ) j ∣∣ ≥ 2Mi . If adding y increases the distance of x to ∂Qr
then the argument of (3.8) applies with no change. If not, then we must
have that
(xi ) j ·sign((z) j ) ∈
[
−12 |y j |, |(z) j |−2Mi
]
so
(xi+1) j ·sign((z) j ) ∈
[
1
2 |y j |, |(z) j |−Mi
]
.
But in this case
r −
∣∣(xi+1) j ∣∣≥Mi (3.6)≥ Mi+1 .
Togetherwith (3.8) this shows that (3.3) is preserved inductively andhence
holds for all i . This shows that the induction is valid and proves the
lemma. 
Corollary 3.2. Let r > s > 0 and let x ∈Zd such that
(x+Qs)∩∂Qr 6= ; .
Then for any y ∈B := (x+Qs)∩Qr
P(y
B↔ ∂Qr )≥ e−c log
2 s .
See figure 3.
Proof. B is a box (i.e. with the sides parallel to the axis,but their length not
necessarily equal). Denote by ` its shortest edge so that `≤ 2s. It is now
easy to see that one can find a cube z +Q`/2 ⊂ B containing both y and
at least one point from ∂Qr — just construct z coordinate by coordinate,
they are independent. And now write
P(y
B←→ ∂Qr )≥P(y B←→ z and z B←→ ∂Qr )≥
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x+Qs
y
Qr
B z+Q`/2
FIGURE 3. Corollary 3.2
by FKG ≥P(y B←→ z)P(z B←→ ∂Qr )≥
≥P(y z+Q||y−z||∞←−−−−−→ z)P(z z+Q`/2←−−→ ∂Qr )≥
by Lemma 1.1 ≥ c exp
(
−C log2 ||y − z||∞
)
exp
(
−C log2(`/2)
)
≥
≥ c exp(−C log2 s)
as required. 
4. A regularity theorem
In the following we prove a regularity result which is the key element
in the proof of Theorem 2 in chapter 5. We recommend the reader reads
first §4.1, containing the required definitions and the statement of the
theorem, then read how it is used in chapter 5 and especially in Lemma
5.5 before returning to the proof of the regularity theorem, which is the
bulk of this chapter.
4.1. Statement of the regularity theorem. We are interested in estimat-
ing the tails of random variables of the form |C (x)∩Qs |. For any particu-
lar x this can easily be done using (1.2), the BK inequality and a moment
calculation. In fact, this is exactly performed in [2]. Let us therefore de-
fine the event that the cluster is “typical”,
Ts(x)=
{|C (x)∩ (x+Qs )| < s4 log7 s} . (4.1)
As discussed in the introduction (see (1.5)), P(Ts(x))> 1−e−c log
7 s . Where
we deviate from the simplified sketch in the introduction is in the follow-
ing definition:
Definition 4.1. For x ∈ ∂Q j and positive integers s and K we define the
following events.
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s3
FIGURE 4. Two kinds of bad configuration. On the left,
a simple bad configuration with too many vertices inside
the left half-cube. On the right, a bad configuration with
too many vertices on the surface of the half-cube.
(i) We say that x is s-bad if C (x;Q j ) satisfies
P
(
Ts(x) | C (x;Q j )
)
≤ 1−exp(− log2 s) . (4.2)
(ii) We say that x ∈ ∂Q j is K -irregular if there exists s ≥ K such that x
is s-bad. Otherwise we say that x is K -regular.
The notation “| C (x;Q j )” means that we condition on all open edges
between two vertices of the clusterC (x;Q j ) as well as on all closed edges
with both vertices inQ j and at least one vertex inC (x;Q j ). Shortly, on all
information needed to calculate C (x;Q j ) precisely. Note that we do not
condition on edges leading outside ofQ j .
Let us briefly discuss the significance of Definition 4.1. Typically j is
large and s is j o(1). Clearly the event that x is s-bad is unusual, due to the
power of the log being 2 in (4.2) and 7 in (4.1). The event that x is s-bad
depends on the status of edges in C (x;Q j ) and indirectly reveals that the
boundary of the cluster (at ∂Q j ) is sufficiently spread out. This is best
illustrated by the following two examples of bad configurations.
The first is a “simple” bad configuration. See figure 4, left. In this
case the configuration C (x;Q j ) has a cluster of size at least s
4 log7 s in-
side (x+Qs)∩Q j so the conditional probability in (4.2) is just 0. The sec-
ond, and more interesting (see figure 4, right) is when the configuration
has an excess of points on the boundary, say s3 such points. In this case,
heuristically we expect
E
(
|C (x;x+Qs )|
∣∣ C (x;Q j ))≈ s5 . (4.3)
Roughly, each point on the boundary gives rise to an expected s2 points
in (x+Qs)\Q j , so assuming that the part of the cluster on the boundary is
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sufficiently spread out, they do not interfere negatively and you get (4.3).
This of coursemeans that x is bad. We shall not justify these heuristics—
they also require some additional assumptions—butwe hope it gives the
reader some intuition nonetheless. This example shows how our defini-
tion gives information about the behavior of the cluster C (x;Q j ) on the
boundary ofQ j . The alternative way, analyzing the behavior of the clus-
ter on the boundary explicitly, while possible, is far more complicated.
We write X K -irr
j
for
X K -irrj =
∣∣∣{x ∈ ∂Q j : 0 Q j←→ x and x is K -irregular}∣∣∣ .
We are now ready to state themain theorem of this chapter.
Theorem 4. There exists constants C > c > 0 such that for any K suffi-
ciently large and any j and M we have
P
(
X j ≥M and X K -irrj ≥ X j /2
)
≤C jd exp(−c log2M) .
Now is the time to skip to chapter 5.
4.2. Global and local regularity. Theorem 4 is the formulation needed
in chapter 5 to prove Theorem 2. It is natural to prove such a large de-
viation estimate using an exploration procedure which exploits the in-
dependence between difference boxes in the lattice. However, the event
defined in Definition 4.1 is a global definition, because we need to exam-
ine the edges of the entire cluster C (x;Q j ) in order to determine it. To
that aim, we define local events which can be determined by observing
boxes of side length polynomial in s.
Definition 4.2. For x ∈ ∂Q j and a positive integer s we say that the event
T
loc
s (x) occurs if the following two happen:
(a) For all y ∈ x+Qs ,∣∣C (y ;x+Qs2d )∩ (x+Qs)∣∣< s4 log4 s ; and
(b) There exists at most log3 s disjoint open paths starting in x +Qs
and ending at x+∂Qs2d .
Note that in (a) we are interested in points in x +Qs but we allow the
connecting paths to traverse in a much larger set — x +Qs2d — but not
unlimited. We immediately note
Claim 4.1. For any x ∈Zd and positive integer s,
T
loc
s (x)=⇒Ts(x) .
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s4d
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Q j
x+Qs2d
x+Q
s4d
2
Q j
B B
FIGURE 5. Spanning clusters. On the left, a cluster span-
ning from the outer boundary to the inner. On the right,
the cluster containing x.
Proof. Indeed, assume to the contrary that
|C (x)∩ (x+Qs )| ≥ s4 log7 s ,
and let X =C (x)∩ (x +Qs). We say that two vertices in X are equivalent
if there is an open path connecting them which does not exit x +Qs2d .
Due to (a) from the definition of Ts(x), each equivalence class contains
at most s4 log4 s vertices. Due to (b), there are no more than log3 s equiv-
alence classes, since each class requires its own path from x +Qs to the
outside of x+Qs2d and all these paths are disjoint. 
With this local version of Ts , we are ready to give a local definition of
badness.
Definition 4.3. For x ∈ ∂Q j and positive integers s and K we define the
following.
(i) We say that a clusterC in B := (x+Q
s4d
2 )∩Q j is a “spanning clus-
ter” if C ∩Q j intersects both x+∂Qs4d2 and x+∂Qs2d . See figure 5.
For notational convenience, we will also consider the cluster of x
as spanning even if it does not span anything.
(ii) We say that x is s-locally-bad if there exists spanning clustersC1, . . . ,Cm
in B such that
P
(
T
loc
s (x) | C1, . . . ,Cm
)
≤ 1−e− log2 s . (4.4)
(iii) We say that x ∈ ∂Q j is K -locally-irregular if there exists s ≥K such
that x is s-locally-bad. Otherwisewe say that x is K -locally-regular.
The importance of this definition is the fact that the event that x is s-
locally-bad is determinedby the status of the edges in the box (x+Q
s4d
2 )∩
Q j . Let us proceed with observing that global goodness is implied by its
local counterpart. We say that x is s-good (s-locally-good) if it is not s-bad
(s-locally-bad).
Claim 4.2. For any x ∈ ∂Q j and a positive integer s we have that if x is
s-locally-good, then x is s-good.
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Proof. Assume to the contrary that x is s-bad i.e. that
P(Ts(x) | C (x;Q j ))≤ 1−exp(− log2 s) .
By claim 4.1, T locs =⇒Ts therefore
P(T locs (x) | C (x;Q j ))≤ 1−exp(− log2 s) .
Now, the eventT locs (x) depends only on what happens in C (x;Q j )∩ (x+
Qs2d ) so
P(T locs (x) | C (x;Q j ))=P(T locs (x) | C (x;Q j )∩ (x+Qs2d )) .
Examine now the cluster in the bigger box x+Q
s4d
2 andwrite it as a union
of its components,
C (x;Q j )∩ (x+Qs4d2 )=C1∪C2∪ . . .
By definition, only the spanning clusters intersect the smaller box x +
Qs2d . Assume the spanning clusters are C1, . . . ,Cm . We get
C (x;Q j )∩ (x+Qs2d )=
m⋃
i=1
Ci ∩ (x+Qs2d ) .
so
P(T locs (x) | C (x;Q j ))=P(T locs (x) | C1∩ (x+Qs2d ), . . . ,Cm ∩ (x+Qs2d )) .
and again by locality this equals
P(T locs (x) | C1, . . . ,Cm) .
Hence we get that x is s-locally-bad (with theseC1, . . . ,Cm), in contradic-
tion. 
We write X K -loc-irr
j
for
X K -loc-irrj =
∣∣∣{x ∈ ∂Q j : 0 Q j←→ x and x is K -locally-irregular}∣∣∣ .
We will spend the rest of this chapter in proving the following theorem.
Theorem 5. There exists constants C > c > 0 such that for any K suffi-
ciently large and any j and M we have
P
(
X j ≥M and X K -loc-irrj ≥ X j /2
)
≤C jd exp(−c log2M) .
Proof of Theorem 4. This follows directly from Theorem 5 and Claim 4.2.

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4.3. An easy large deviation estimate. Our aim in this section is to prove
the following lemma, which will be crucial for the proof of Theorem 5.
Lemma 4.3. For x ∈ ∂Q j and positive integers s we have
P(x is s-locally-bad)≤Ce−c log4 s .
In order to prove this lemma, we begin with a large deviation lemma.
Lemma 4.4. There exists some constant c > 0 such that for all s > 0 and
λ> 0we have
P(max
y∈Qs
|C (y)∩Qs | >λs4)≤ sd−6e−cλ .
Proof. Denote thismaximumbyCmax. Our lemma is a well-known corol-
lary of the so-called “diagrammaticbounds”. A convenient reference is [2,
§4.3, lemma 2, eq. (4.12)]. It states that
E(C kmax)≤ k !C k1 sd−6+4k ,
(Aizenman’s η is simply 0 in our case). Using this with k =λ/2C1 gives
P(Cmax >λs4)=P
(
C
k
max >
(
λs4
)k)≤ E(C kmax)(
λs4
)k ≤ k !sd−6
(
C1
λ
)k
≤ sd−6
(
C1k
λ
)k
= sd−62−λ/2C1 . 
Proof of lemma 4.3. Indeed, by Lemma 4.4, the probability of (a) from
definition 4.2 of Ts(x) is at mostCe
−c log4 s . As for (b), by the volume esti-
mate (1.1) we see that
P
(
x+Qs ←→ x+∂Qs2d
)
≤
≤
∑
y∈x+∂Qs
P(y←→ x+∂Qs2d )≤
≤
∑
y∈x+∂Qs
P(|C (y)| > s2d − s)≤
by (1.1) ≤
∑
y∈x+∂Qs
C
(
s2d − s
)−1/2
≤
≤Csd−1 ·Cs−d =C/s .
We now apply the BK inequality and we get that the probability of (b) is
at most (C/s)log
3 s ≤Ce−c log4 s . We deduce that
P
(
Ts(x)
)
≥ 1−Ce−c log4 s . (4.5)
Similarly to above, for any y ∈ x+∂Qs2d by (1.1) we have that
P(y↔ x+∂Q
s4d
2 )≤Cs−2d2 ,
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whence the probability that there exists more than log3 s spanning clus-
ters (as in Definition 4.3) is at most(
Cs2d
2−1
)log3 s (
Cs−2d
2
)log3 s
≤Ce−c log4 s ,
since we haveCs2d
2−1 possible choices of y .
If x is s-locally-bad, then either there are at least log3 s spanning clus-
ters, or there are at most log3 s spanning clusters and a certain subset of
them C1, . . . ,Cm (we assume here these spanning clusters are numbered
in some arbitrary fashion) has the property that
P
(
Ts(x) | C1, . . .Cm
)
≤ 1−e− log2 s . (4.6)
However, for each such subset, by (4.5) we have that
E P
(
¬Ts(x) | C1, . . .Cm
)
≤Ce−c log4 s .
Thus, byMarkov inequality, the probability thatC1, . . . ,Cm have the prop-
erty (4.6) is at mostC exp(log2 s−c log4 s)≤C exp(−c log4 s). We conclude
the proof using the union bound, since 2log
3 s ·Ce−c log4 s ≤Ce−c log4 s . 
4.4. Exploring the cluster of the origin. In this subsectionweprove The-
orem 5. To that aim, we “explore” the cluster of the origin inQ j in boxes
of size s4d
2
— in fact we are only interested in the boundary ∂Q j . This is
quite a standard procedure, but let us describe it in detail. Let w ∈Zd be
some shift, and let G = G(w) be the collection of all cubes of size 2s4d2 ,
aligned to the shifted gridw +Zd and intersectingQ j i.e.
G := {(Q
2s4d
2 +v)∩Q j : v ∈ (4s4d
2 +1)Zd +w} \ {;} ,
and choose an arbitrary ordering of G . The role of the shift w is rather
technical and will become evident later. The exploration process is a se-
quence of two subsets of G , Ei (the explored boxes) and Ai (the active
boxes). We start with
E1 = {q ∈G : q∩∂Q j =;}
A1 = {q ∈G : ∃x ∈ ∂q,0 ∪E1←→ x} \E1 ,
where we use the notation∪Ei =∪q∈Ei q .
At step i we choose from Ai−1 a box according to our ordering of G .
Denote it by qi . We add qi to the set of explored boxes Ei−1, and then
add to Ai all boxes not yet explored (that is, boxes not belonging to Ei−1)
which can be reached from 0 by paths going only through the explored
boxes Ei−1∪qi . Namely,
Ei = Ei−1∪ {qi }
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Ai =
(
Ai−1∪ {q ∈G : ∃x ∈ ∂q,0 ∪Ei←→ x}
)
\Ei .
Since the set of boxes G is finite and Ei increases at each step, at some
time we must have Ai =; at which time we cannot choose qi+1. We say
that the exploration finished, and denote this stopping time by τ.
The exploration process is used in order to define two martingales.
One to control the number bad boxes (βi ) and one to control the bound-
ary vertices (γi ). We say that a box q ∈ G is s-bad if there exists some
x ∈ ∂Q j which is s-locally-bad and such that (x +Qs4d2 )∩Q j ⊂ q . Both
martingales are adaptable to the explorationfiltration {Fi }, namely to the
configuration restricted to ∪ j≤iE j . Their definition is as follows. We start
with β1 = γ1 = 0. At each step we define
βi =βi−1+1{qi is s-bad}−P(qi is s-bad | Fi−1) ,
γi = γi−1+1{∃x ∈ qi ∩∂Q j : 0 ∪Ei←→ x}−
−P(∃x ∈ qi ∩∂Q j : 0 ∪Ei←→ x | Fi−1) ,
We extend βi and γi for all i by making βi = βi−1 and γi = γi−1 when
Ai−1 = ;. Clearly, they are indeed martingales. For our next lemmas,
recall the definition of X j at (1.3).
Lemma 4.5. There exists constants C1 > 0 and c1 > 0 such that for any j , s
and M we have
P
(
c1e
−C1 log2 sτ≥ X j ≥M
)
≤Ce−cM+C log2 s .
where τ is the stopping time for the exploration defined above.
When we apply the lemma s ¿ M so you may think about the right-
hand side asCe−cM .
Proof. For every i ,
X j ≥
∣∣{k ≤ i : ∃x ∈ qk ∩∂Q j : 0 ∪Ek←→ x}∣∣=
= γi +
i∑
k=1
P(∃x ∈ qk ∩∂Q j : 0
∪Ek←→ x | Fk−1).
To bound frombelow the sumon the right-hand, note the fact that we ex-
plored qk implies that there exists some z ∈ ∂qk which is connected to 0
in∪Ek−1. Thismeans that givenFk−1, the probability that there exists x ∈
qk ∩∂Q j such that 0
∪Ek←→ x is at least the probability that z qk↔ ∂Q j which
by Corollary 3.2 is at least ce−C log
2(2s4d
2
) ≥ c2e−C2 log
2 s for someC2 > 0 and
c2 > 0. Assume also that c2 < 12 . This holds whenever the exploration at
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time k is still alive. We will prove the assertion of the lemma with con-
stants c1 = c22 , and C1 = 2C2. For brevity write µ = c1 exp(−C1 log2 s) and
so we get that for any i > 0
X j ≥ γi +µ1/2min{i ,τ} .
We rearrange to get that
P(µτ≥ X j ≥M)≤
≤
∞∑
i=M/µ
P(τ= i and X j ≤µi )≤
≤
∞∑
i=M/µ
P(γi ≤−(µ1/2−µ)i )
We assumed c2 < 12 which gives µ < 14 and hence µ1/2−µ ≥ µ1/2/2. We
now use the Azuma-Hoeffding inequality, which asserts that for any a,
P(γi ≤−a)≤ e−a
2/2i . We get that
P
(
µτ≥ X j ≥M
)
≤
∞∑
i=M/µ
exp(−µi/4)≤ C
µ
e−cM ,
concluding the proof of the lemma. 
The counterweight to Lemma 4.5 is the following lemma which esti-
mates the bad vertices. Recall thatG and hence βi , γi and τ all depended
on a parameterw , the shift. Denote now
X s-badj =
∣∣{x ∈ ∂Q j : x is s-locally-bad}∣∣ ,
and
X badj (w)=
∣∣{x ∈ ∂Q j : x is s-locally-bad, and ∃q ∈G(w) s.t. x ∈ q}∣∣ .
Of course, to conclude the proof of Theorem5we will need to use the fact
that X s-bad
j
is bounded by a sum of X bad
j
(w) for 2d different w-s. But for
now let us examine one w only.
Lemma 4.6. There exist constants C3 > 0 and c3 > 0 such that for any j , s,
w and M; and any real number µ≥C3e−c3 log
4 s we have
P
(
µ−1X badj (w)≥ τ≥M
)
≤ C
s2−2dµ2
exp(−cs2−2dµ2M) .
Again, the way we apply this lemma most of the factors on the right-
hand side are negligible, and one can consider it as exp(−µ2M).
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Proof. We have
βi = |{k ≤ i : qk is bad}|−
i∑
k=1
P(qk is bad | Fk−1).
By Lemma 4.3 we have that
P(qk is bad | Fk−1)≤
≤
∑
x:x+Q
s4d
2⊂qk
P(x is s-locally-bad | Fk−1)=
by locality =
∑
x:x+Q
s4d
2⊂qk
P(x is s-locally-bad)≤
by Lemma 4.3 ≤
∑
x:x+Q
s4d
2⊂qk
Ce−c log
4 s ≤
≤Cs4d3 ·Ce−c log4 s ≤Ce−c log4 s
and so
βi ≥ |{k ≤ i : qk is bad}|−Ce−c log
4 si .
Thus, it holds deterministically that
X badj (w)≤ sd−1|{k ≤ τ : qk is bad}| ≤ sd−1βτ+C4e−c4 log
4 sτ .
Define c3 := c4 andC3 := 2C4. We get that X badj (w)≥µτ implies that
βτ ≥ s1−dτ(µ− 12C3e−c3 log
4 s)≥ 12 s1−dµτ ,
by our assumption on µ. This gives
P(µ−1X badj (w)≥ τ≥M)≤P
(
2sd−1
µ
βτ ≥ τ≥M
)
=
=
∞∑
i=M
P(τ= i and βi ≥ 12 s1−dµi )≤
≤
∞∑
i=M
P(βi ≥ 12 s1−dµi )≤
≤
∞∑
i=M
exp
(
−cs2−2dµ2i
)
≤ C
s2−2dµ2
exp(−cµ2Ms2−2d )
where for the penultimate inequality we again used Azuma-Hoeffding.

Proof of Theorem 5. By definition
X K -irrj =
∞⋃
s≥K
X s-badj
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so the theoremwill be proved once we get a good estimate of
P(X j ≥M and X s-badj ≥ X j /s2)
by taking a union bound over all s. Next we relate X s-bad
j
to X bad
j
(w). In-
deed, letW = {w :wi ∈ {0,2s4d
2
} ∀i = 1, . . . ,d} soW is a set of 2d shifts. It
is easy to convince oneself that for any x ∈ Zd there exists some w ∈W
such that x +Q
s4d
2 ⊂ q where q is a cube of form v +Q
2s4d
2 , v ∈ (4s4d2 +
1)Zd +w . Thus
X s-badj =
⋃
w∈W
X badj (w)
so it is enough to estimateP(X j ≥M and X badj (w)> X j /2d s2). For this we
write
P(X j ≥M and X badj (w)≥ X j /2d s2)≤P
(
c1e
−C1 log2 sτ≥ X j ≥M
)
+
P
(
2d s2X badj (w)≥ X j ≥max{M ,c1e−C1 log
2 sτ}
)
where c1 and C1 are from Lemma 4.5. The first term on the right is esti-
mated by Lemma 4.5 to be at most C exp(−cM +C log2 s). The event of
the second term implies that
X badj ≥ 2−d s−2c1e−C1 log
2 sτ ,
and that τ≥Ms1−d , since τ≥ s1−dX j . Wewish to use Lemma 4.6 withµ=
2−d s−2c1e−C1 log
2 s andMlemma 4.6 =Ms1−d . The only condition of Lemma
4.6 is that µ≥C3e−c3 log
4 s , which will hold as long as s is sufficiently large.
We fix K sufficiently large so that any s ≥ K will satisfy the requirement
on µ and get by Lemma 4.6 that
P
(
2d s2X badj ≥ X j ≥max{M ,c1e−2C1 log
2 sτ}
)
≤ C
µ2s2−2d
exp
(
−cµ2Ms3−3d
)
≤C exp
(
−ce−C log2 sM +C log2 s
)
.
This is the larger term, so we get
P(X j ≥M and X badj (w)> X j /2d s2)≤C exp
(
−ce−C log2 sM +C log2 s
)
.
We are nearly done. Let s0 be the maximal s such that ce
−C log2 s ≥M−1/2,
so log s0 ≈ log1/2M . We have
s0∑
s=K
P(X j ≥M and X badj (w)> X j /2d s2)≤
s0∑
s=K
C exp
(
−ce−C log2 sM +C log2 s
)
≤
≤C exp(−c
p
M +C logM)≤Ce−c
p
M . (4.7)
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Summing over all w ∈W we get our estimate for small s,
s0∑
s=K
P(X j ≥M and X s-badj > X j /s2)≤Ce−c
p
M .
For s > s0 we use a much simpler estimate directly using Lemma 4.3 with
no need to go through the “martingale lemmas” 4.5 and 4.6 and no need
for w . We write
P(X s-badj >M/s2)≤P(X s-badj ≥ 1)≤
≤
∑
x∈Q j
P(x is s-loc-bad)≤C jd exp(−c log4 s).
so
∞∑
s=s0
P(X j ≥M and X s-badj > X j /s2)≤
≤
∞∑
s=s0
C jd exp
(
−c log4 s
)
≤C jd exp
(
−c log2M
)
. (4.8)
Clearly (4.8) is asymptotically larger than (4.7) so all-in-all we get
∞∑
s=K
P(X j ≥M and X s-badj > X j /s2)≤C jd exp(−c log2M) ,
which concludes the proof. 
5. Proof of Theorem 2
0
x
y
x˜
FIGURE 6. An admissi-
ble pair (x, y).
Let j and L be as in Theorem 2 and let K
be some parameter sufficiently large—we will
need it to be sufficiently large to allow to ap-
ply Theorem 4, but this is not the only restric-
tion. We say a pair of vertices (x, y) are ( j ,L,K )-
admissible if the following conditions hold (see figure 6)
• x ∈ ∂Q j and y ∈ x+QL;
• 0 Q j←→ x and x↔ y ;
• x is K -regular; and
• The edge (x, x˜) is pivotal for the event 0↔ y where x˜ is the neigh-
bor of x not in Q j (if more than one exists, choose the first in
lexicographical order).
Define the random variable
Y ( j ,K ,L)=
∣∣{(x, y) : (x, y) are ( j ,L,K )-admissible}∣∣ .
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Wewrite X
K -reg
j
for the randomvariable counting the number ofK -regular
vertices, that is, X
K -reg
j
= X j − X K -irrj (see the definition of X K -irrj before
the statement of Theorem 4). Throughout this section, j , L and K will be
fixed, and we will usually omit them from the notation, namely we will
write Y = Y ( j ,K ,L), X reg = X K -reg
j
etc. The following lemmas are the key
steps in proving Theorem 2.
Lemma5.1. Let K be sufficiently large, and let j ,M and L be integers such
that M ≥ L2/2. Then there exists a constant c = c(K )> 0 such that
EY ( j ,K ,L)1
{X
K -reg
j
=M} ≥ cML
2P(X
K -reg
j
=M) .
Lemma 5.2. Let j , K , M and L be integers. Then
EY 2( j ,K ,L)1
{X
K -reg
j
=M} ≤CM
2L4P(X
K -reg
j
=M) .
We begin with proving Theorem 2 given the lemmas.
Proof of Theorem 2. Recall the definitions of X j and A j preceding the
statement of Theorem 2 and denote X = X j , A = A j etc. We begin with
P
(
X ≥ L2 and A ≤ cL4
)
≤P
(
X ≥ L2 and X irr ≥ L2/2
)
+
+
∑
M≥L2/2
P
(
X reg =M and A ≤ cL4
)
. (5.1)
We will bound the first term using Theorem 4, and each summand on
the right hand side we bound using a second moment argument with
Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2. We first note that
A ≥ Y . (5.2)
Indeed, for each pair (x, y) counted in Y we have that 0↔ y holds. Fur-
thermore,we required that for each pair (x, y) counted in Y the edge (x, x˜)
is pivotal for 0↔ y . This shows that x must be unique — if both x1 and
x2 satisfy this then by the “chain of sausages” picture [16, p. 91], one of
them (say x2) must be in the cluster connected to zero only by the pivotal
edge (x1, x˜1) which contradicts the requirement that 0
Q j←→ x2. This shows
(5.2).
Recall the inequality (see [14])
P
(
V > a)≥ (EV −a)
2
EV 2
,
valid for any random variable V ≥ 0 and a < EV . We use this for the vari-
able Y conditioned on X reg =M and for a = cML2. Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2
give that
P(Y > cML2 |X reg =M)> c ,
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FIGURE 7. The event E1(x,M ,K )∩E2(x,x′, y). The filled
area is C (x;Q j ), the box on the right is (x+QK ) \Q j+K /2.
and the fact thatM ≥ L2/2 gives that there exists positive constants c1,c2,
depending on K , such that
P
(
Y ≥ c1L4 | X reg =M
)
≥ c2 .
We use this and the fact that A ≥ Y (5.2) to derive that
P
(
X reg =M and A ≤ cL4
)
≤ (1−c2)P(X reg =M) .
Putting this back into (5.1) and using Theorem 4 gives that
P
(
X ≥ L2 and A ≤ cL4
)
≤C jde−c log2 L+ (1−c2)P(X reg ≥ L2/2)
≤Ce−c log2 j + (1−c2)P(0↔ ∂Q j ) ,
where we used the fact that L ≥ j 1/10. The first term is negligible (recall
Lemma 2.2 and the fact that our theorem is only supposed to hold for j
sufficiently large) and this concludes our proof. 
We proceed with the proofs of Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2. To this aim we
define the following events. In these definitions we always have x ∈ ∂Q j
and y ∈ x+QL and x′ in the box (x+QK ) \Q j+K /2, see Figure 7.
E1(x,M ,K ) =
{
0
Q j←→ x ,x is K -regular and X reg
j
=M
}
,
E2(x,x
′, y) =
{
x′↔ y off C (x;Q j )
}
,
E3(x,x
′) =
{
C (x)∩C (x′)=;
}
.
In the following we sometimes abbreviate E1,E2 and E3.
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Lemma5.3. There exists a constant c > 0 such that if K > 0 is large enough
then for any x ∈ ∂Q j and any x′ ∈ (x+QK ) \Q j+K /2 we have that∑
y∈x+QL
P
(
E1∩E2
)
≥ cL2P(E1) .
Proof. Note that E1 can be determined by observing only the edges of
C (x;Q j ). Hence we condition on C (x;Q j )= A and get that
P
(
E1∩E2
)
=
∑
A admissible
P
(
C (x;Q j )= A) ·P(x′↔ y off A |C (x;Q j )= A) ,
(5.3)
where by A admissible, we mean A in which E1 holds and P(C (x;Q j ) =
A)> 0. Since the event {x′↔ y off A} depends only on the status of edges
not touching A we have that
P(x′↔ y off A | C (x;Q j )= A)=P(x′↔ y off A) .
Continuingwe write
P(x′↔ y off A)=P(x′↔ y)−P(x′↔ y only on A) . (5.4)
If x′ ↔ y only on A, then there exists z ∈ A such that {x′ ↔ z} ◦ {z ↔ y}.
This together with the 2-point function estimate (1.2) gives that
P(x′↔ y only on A)≤C
∑
z∈A
|z−x′|2−d |z− y |2−d .
We sum this over y and get that∑
y∈x+QL
P(x′↔ y only on A)≤CL2
∑
z∈A
|z−x′|2−d . (5.5)
We separate the sum dyadically over z according to the scale of z’s dis-
tance from x′ as follows. For a given t ≥ 0 let
At = A∩
(
x′+
(
Q2t \Q2t−1
))
.
With this notation we can write∑
z∈A
|z−x′|2−d ≤C
∞∑
t=dlog(K /2)e
|At |2t(2−d) ,
where we began the sum on t from dlog(K /2)e because if z ∈ A, then
z ∈ Q j and hence |z − x′| ≥ K /2 by our assumption on x′. By the same
assumption, note that for any s such that s ≥K /2 we have that
x′+Qs ⊂ x+Q2s . (5.6)
We now claim that
|At | < 24(t+1)(t +1)7 ∀t such that 2t ≥K /2. (5.7)
Indeed, if |At | ≥ 24(t+1)(t +1)7 then directly from the definition of T we
have that P(T2t+1(x) |C (x;Q j ) = A) = 0 . This is what we termed in the
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discussion after Definition 4.2 a “simple” bad configuration. However, A
is admissible whence x is K -regular, and we get a contradiction, hence
(5.7). Thus,∑
z∈A
|z−x′|2−d ≤C
∞∑
t=dlog(K /2)e
t72t(6−d) ≤CK 6−d log7K .
We put this back into (5.5), and sum (5.4) over y using (1.2). We get that∑
y∈x+QL
P(x′↔ y off A)≥
≥ c
( ∑
y∈x+QL
|x′− y |2−d
)
−CL2K 6−d log7K ≥
≥ L2(c−CK 6−d log7K ) ,
and so when K is chosen large enough we have that∑
y∈x+QL
P(x′↔ y off A)≥ cL2 ,
and putting this back into (5.3) gives the assertion of the lemma. 
Our next step is the following easy estimate.
Claim 5.4. Let B ⊂ Zd be a set of vertices. Let x′ be a uniform random
vertex chosen from a finite set A, then for any integer s we have
E|(x′+Qs)∩B | ≤
|Qs ||B |
|A| .
Proof. Indeed, for any w ∈Qs we have that P(x′+w ∈B)≤ |B ||A|−1. 
Lemma 5.5. There exists a constant c > 0 and K > 0 large enough such
that for any x ∈ ∂Q j there exists x′ ∈ (x+QK ) \Q j+K /2 with∑
y∈x+QL
P
(
E1∩E2∩E3
)
≥ cL2P(E1) .
Remark. The statement in fact holds for any x′ ∈ (x +QK ) \Q j+K /2 but
proving this takes an extra effort. We only require one such x′ and choos-
ing x′ at random simplifies the proof of this lemma significantly.
Proof. We take x′ to be a uniform random vertex in (x +K )+QK /2 and
prove that
Ex′
[ ∑
y∈x+QL
P
(
E1∩E2∩E3
)]
≥ cL2P(E1) ,
and it follows that there exists x′ such that the assertion of the lemma
holds.
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FIGURE 8. The event E1∩E2∩¬E3. The solid line between
x′ and y is the path γ and the dashed line is the path η.
For any x′ ∈ ∂Q j , assume that E1∩E2∩¬E3 occurs. We claim that in
this case there exists a vertex z such that the event
{E1∩0↔ z}◦ {x′↔ z}◦ {z↔ y} , (5.8)
occurs. Indeed, let γ be an open path between x′ and y which avoids
C (x;Q j ). Since we assume that ¬E3 occurs (that is, we assume x ↔ x′)
there must exists an open path η connecting a vertex on C (0;Q j ) to a
vertex on γ such that, considered as sets of edges, η∩ (C (0;Q j )∪γ) =;.
Denote by z the end vertex of η (z is a vertex on the path γ). To verify
(5.8) we check that the three events can be verified with disjoint set of
edges. Indeed, to verify E1∩ {0↔ z} it suffices to observe the edges of
C (x;Q j ) and η. Note that “the edges ofC (x;Q j )”means all edges needed
to calculateC (x;Q j ) precisely, i.e. all open edges inside the cluster and all
closed edges defining its boundary in Q j . To verify {x
′ ↔ z} we observe
the edges of γ up to z, and to verify {z ↔ y} we observe the edges of γ
from z to y . See Figure 8. The BK-Reimer inequality gives that
P(E1∩E2∩¬E3)≤
∑
z
P(E1∩0↔ z)P(x′↔ z)P(z↔ y) .
We sum over y and use the 2-point function estimate (1.2) to get that∑
y∈x+QL
P(E1∩E2∩¬E3)≤CL2
∑
z
P(E1∩0↔ z)|z−x′|2−d . (5.9)
To sum over z, as in the previous lemma, we separate the sum over
z according to the scale of the distance of z from x′ and condition on
C (x;Q j ). Define
Bt (x
′)=C (0)∩
(
x′+
(
Q2t \Q2t−1
))
.
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We get that (5.9) is bounded above by
CL2P(E1)
∑
t≥1
∑
A admissible
E
(
|Bt (x′)| ·1C (x;Q j )=A
)
2t(2−d) , (5.10)
where again by A admissible,wemean A inwhich E1 holds andP(C (x;Q j )=
A)> 0. It is at this point that we finally use the full power of our definition
of bad vertices. Assume K is a power of two, and put t0 = log(K /2). We
first sum (5.10) over t > t0. For such t , as in (5.6) we have that |Bt (x′)| ≤
|C (0)∩(x+Q2t+1 )| for all x′ andwe split the estimate according towhether
T2t+1(x) occurs. If it does occur, then by definition ofT2t+1 (x) and the fact
that x↔ 0 we have that |C (0)∩ (x+Q2t+1 )| ≤C24t t7, whence
E
(
|Bt (x′)| ·1T
2t+1 (x)
∣∣ C (x;Q j )= A)≤C24t t7 . (5.11)
On the other hand, since x is K -regular it is not 2t+1-bad for t > t0 so by
Definition 4.2,
E
(
|Bt (x′)|1¬T
2t+1 (x)
∣∣∣ C (x;Q j )= A)≤
≤ |Q2t | ·P
(
¬T2t+1(x)
∣∣∣ C (x;Q j )= A)≤C2tde−t2 .
This is negligible with respect to (5.11) and we learn that
E
(
|Bt (x′)|
∣∣∣ C (x;Q j )= A)≤C24t t7 , (5.12)
for t > t0 and all x′.
Next we sum over t ≤ t0 and here is where we use the fact that x′ is
randomized. We perform a split similar to before, but consider a box of
size 2t0+1 = K rather than 2t+1. Namely, if TK occurs then |C (0)∩ (x +
QK )| ≤ (2K )4 log7(2K ) and by Claim 5.4 we have that for any t ≤ t0
Ex′ |C (0)∩ (x′+Q2t )| ≤
C2tdK 4 log7K
K d
,
where B from Claim 5.4 was taken to be C (0)∩ (x+QK ). We deduce that
Ex′E
(
|Bt (x′)|1TK (x)
∣∣∣ C (x;Q j )= A)≤ C2tdK 4 log7K
K d
.
The case of ¬T is as before. Since x is K -regular, for all t ≤ t0 we have
that
E
(
|Bt (x′)|1¬TK (x)
∣∣∣ C (x;Q j )= A)≤C2tde−t20 ,
which is again negligible, and we deduce that for any t ≤ t0,
Ex′E
(
|Bt (x′)|
∣∣∣ C (x;Q j )= A)≤ C2tdK 4 log7K
K d
.
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FIGURE 9. The local modification is performed in R. The
thick red path connecting x′ to y is γ.
We put this together with (5.12) and get that for any admissible A
Ex′
∑
t≥1
E
(
|Bt (x′)|
∣∣∣ C (x;Q j )= A)2t(2−d) ≤CK 4−d log7K ∑
t≤t0
22t +C
∑
t>t0
2t(6−d)t7
≤CK 6−d log7K
(recall that t0 = log(K /2)). We put this into (5.10) and that into (5.9) and
conclude that
Ex′
∑
y∈x+QL
P(E1∩E2∩¬E3)≤CL2P(E1)K 6−d log7K .
We now apply Lemma 5.3 and choose K large enough and we are done.

We are now ready to prove Lemma 5.1 and 5.2.
Proof of Lemma 5.1. The lemma will follow directly from Lemma 5.5
once we show that
P((x, y) are ( j ,L,K )-admissible and X
reg
j
=M)≥
≥ c(K )P
(
E1(x,M ,K )∩E2(x,x′, y)∩E3(x,x′)
)
(5.13)
for all x and y and x′ chosen according to Lemma 5.5 — summing (5.13)
over y gives the L2 factor, by Lemma 5.5, and the sum over x obviously
gives a factor ofM . So we only need to show (5.13).
To show (5.13) we use a local modification argument as follows. Let x,
x′ and y satisfy E1∩E2∩E3. Write γ for the path connecting x′ to y which
avoids C (x). Consider the edges in
R = (x+QK ) \Q j+1
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so that x′ ∈R, see Figure 9. Let us now apply the following modification.
Close all the edges in R except edges belonging to γ, and open the edges
of an arbitrary path in R starting at x˜ (recall that x˜ is the neighbor of x
outside Q j ) and ending at x
′ (the black path in Figure 9). Now open the
edge (x, x˜). In the newconfiguration, (x, y) is ( j ,L,K )-admissible and X
reg
j
is still equal toM . Indeed, X
reg
j
depends only on what happens insideQ j
andwe changed nothing there. For the same reason x remainsK -regular.
The fact that in the original configuration C (x)∩C (x′) = ; ensures that
the edge (x, x˜) is pivotal for 0↔ y in the modified configuration. Hence
all conditions for admissibility are satisfied.
Now, in thismodificationwe changed the status of atmost (2K )d edges,
which means that (5.13) holds with c(K ) =
(
1
2
min(pc ,1−pc )
)(2K )d
, and
the lemma is proved. 
Proof of Lemma 5.2. If (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) are both ( j ,K ,L)-admissible
and {X
reg
j
=M} holds, then one of following three events occur:
(i) x1 = x2, y1 = y2 and
{E1(x1)}◦ {x1↔ y1} ,
(ii) x1 = x2, y1 6= y2 but both in x +QL and there exists some z such
that
{E1(x1)}◦ {x1↔ z}◦ {z↔ y1}◦ {z↔ y2} ,
(iii) x1 6= x2, y1 6= y2, yi ∈ xi +QL and
{E1(x1),E1(x2)}◦ {x1↔ y1}◦ {x2↔ y2} .
To see this, first note that if x1 = x2 and y1 6= y2, then one may consider
the cluster C of all vertices connected to 0 only through (x1, x˜1). By the
definition of admissibility it contains both y1 and y2 and then one may
define z to be the triple point of x˜1, y1 and y2 inC in the usual way. Since
x˜1 6∈Q j we see thatC∩C (0;Q j )=; andhence the edges needed to define
C (0;Q j )—which are enough to prove that E1(x1) occurred—are disjoint
from those defining the three paths between x1 and z, z and y1 and z and
y2. This shows (ii).
Assume now that x1 6= x2, and define Ci to be the cluster of vertices
connected to 0 only through xi . Both C1 and C2 are non-empty because
yi ∈Ci and they are disjoint, because if z ∈C1∩C2 then taking a simple
open path from z to 0 and examining which of the edges (xi , x˜i ) it passes
first, it is clear that it does not need to pass through the other, contra-
dicting the definition of Ci . Thus C1∩C2 = ; and we can choose open
paths demonstrating that xi ↔ yi which are both disjoint and disjoint
from C (0;Q j ). This shows (iii) and the whole trichotomy.
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We get that
EY 21{X reg=M} ≤ S1+S2+S3 ,
where
S1 =
∑
x∈∂Q j
y∈x+QL
P(E1(x))P(x↔ y) ,
S2 =
∑
x∈∂Q j
y1,y2∈x+QL
P(E1(x))
∑
z
P(x↔ z)P(z↔ y1)P(z↔ y2) ,
S3 =
∑
x1 ,x2∈∂Q j
yi∈xi+QL
P(E1(x1)∩E1(x2))P(x1↔ y1)P(x2↔ y2) .
Using (1.2) we easily estimate S1 by
S1 ≤CL2
∑
x∈∂Q j
P(E1(x))=CML2P(X reg =M) ,
where the last equality follows by definition of E1. To estimate S2 we sum
over y1, y2 and z as in Lemma 2.1 and get a term of L
6 so
S2 ≤CML6P(X reg =M) .
Finally we use the 2-point estimate (1.2) to estimate S3 and get
S3 ≤
∑
x1 ,x2∈∂Q j
P(E1(x)∩E1(x′))
∑
yi∈xi+QL
|x1− y1|2−d |x2− y2|2−d
≤CL4
∑
x1 ,x2∈∂Q j
P(E1(x)∩E2(x′))=CM2L4P(X reg =M) .
We conclude that
EY 21{X reg=M} ≤CM2L4P(X reg =M) ,
sinceM ≥ L2/2. 
6. MULTIPLE ARMS.
The upper bound of r−2` follows immediately from the BK inequality
and so the main effort in this chapter is to prove the lower bound. To
that aim we require an “inverse”-BK inequality. Our proof follows the
standard proof of the BK inequality. Roughly, it starts with two identi-
cal copies of the graph, with one event on each copy, and then merging
edges, and showing that the probability decreases with each merge. We
will perform the same analysis on two copies of Q2r but will only merge
the edges ofQr , and estimate howmuch is lost in each merge operation.
Webegin by describing the setting, using the notation of [16]. Letm > 0
be an integer and letΩ be the set of all 0-1 vectors of lengthm. Let P be a
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product probabilitymeasure onΩwith density pi on the i-th coordinate,
that is
P(ω)=
m∏
i=1
[ωipi + (1−ωi )(1−pi )] ∀ω ∈Ω .
Now, Let (Ω,P) and (Ω˜, P˜) be two copies of (Ω,P) and write (Ω×Ω˜,P⊗) for
the product space where P⊗ = P× P˜ is the product measure. Given two
increasing eventsA and B inΩ write A ′ ⊂Ω× Ω˜ for
A
′ =
{
(ω,ω˜) ∈Ω× Ω˜ :ω ∈A
}
,
and B′0 ⊂Ω× Ω˜ for
B
′
0 =
{
(ω,ω˜) ∈Ω× Ω˜ : ω˜ ∈B} .
For each k ∈ {1, . . . ,m} write B′
k
⊂Ω× Ω˜ for
B
′
k =
{
(ω,ω˜) ∈Ω× Ω˜ : (ω1, . . . ,ωk ,ω˜k+1, . . . ,ω˜m) ∈B
}
.
Inwords,B′
k
is the event aftermerging the first k edges. Note thatP⊗(A ′◦
B
′
0) = P(A )P(B) and that P⊗(A ′ ◦B′m) = P(A ◦B). The BK inequality
follows immediately once one shows that for any k we haveP⊗(A ′◦B′k)≤
P⊗(A ′ ◦B′k−1). The proof of this fact can be found in [16], but we do not
need this here. What we will need is
P⊗(A ′ ◦B′k)=P⊗(A ′ ◦B′0)−
k∑
i=1
[
P⊗(A ′ ◦B′i−1)−P⊗(A ′ ◦B′i )
]
. (6.1)
In our setting, let m be the number of edges which have at least one
end inQ2r and take (Ω,P) to be the usual Bernoulli percolation measure
on these edges. Again, let (Ω,P) and (Ω˜, P˜) be two copies of (Ω,P) and
(Ω× Ω˜,P⊗) to be the product measure. Let e1, . . . ,em and e˜1, . . . , e˜m be
the edges corresponding to ω1, . . . ,ωm and ω˜1, . . . ,ω˜m , respectively. We
assume that that the edges are ordered in such a way that there exists a
number k <m such that all the edges e1, . . . ,ek and e˜1, . . . , e˜k have at least
one end vertices inQr and the rest of the edges have both endpoints not
inQr .
Given y1, . . . , y` ∈Zd as in the statement of Theorem 3, with constantK
to be chosen later, we define the events A and B by
A = {y1↔ ∂Q2r }◦ · · · ◦ {y`−1↔ ∂Q2r } ,
B = {y`↔ ∂Q2r } .
Lemma 6.1. Assume the setting of Theorem 3. Let i ≤ k and write ei =
(z,z ′) for the corresponding edge inQr . Then
P(A ′ ◦B′i−1)−P(A ′ ◦B′i
)
≤Cr−2`
`−1∑
j=1
P(y j ↔ z)P(y`↔ z) ,
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where C > 0 is a constant that depends on `,d and the lattice chosen.
Proof. If (ω,ω˜) ∈A ′ ◦B′
i−1 \A
′ ◦B′
i
then we must have that ω˜i = 1. Con-
sider the sets
D =
{
(ω,ω˜) ∈A ′ ◦B′i−1 \A ′ ◦B′i : ω˜i = 1,ωi = 0
}
,
and
D
′ =
{
(ω,ω˜) ∈A ′ ◦B′i \A ′ ◦B′i−1 : ω˜i = 0,ωi = 1
}
.
A moment’s reflection shows that the map ϕwhich exchanges the values
of ωi and ω˜i is a one-to-one measure preserving map from D onto D
′ —
indeed, both are characterized by the condition that any choice of the two
setsU and V in the definition of ◦ satisfies e˜i ∈ V or ei ∈ V , respectively.
We deduce that
P(A ′◦B′i−1)−P(A ′◦B′i
)
≤P
({
(ω,ω˜) ∈A ′◦B′i−1\A ′◦B′i : ω˜i = 1,ωi = 1
})
.
If A ′ ◦B′
i−1 \A
′ ◦B′
i
occurs and ω˜i = ωi = 1, then A ′ must use ei and
B
′
i−1 must use e˜i . This implies that for some j ∈ {1, . . . ,`−1} we have that
the events
• {yn ↔ ∂Q2r } for all n ∈ {1, . . . ,`−1}\ { j } using the edges e1, . . . ,em ,
• {y j ↔ z}∪ {y j ↔ z ′} using the edges e1, . . . ,em ,
• {y`↔ z}∪ {y`↔ z ′} using the edges e1, . . . ,ei−1, e˜i , . . . e˜i+1, . . . , e˜m ,
• {z↔ ∂Q2r }∪ {z ′↔ ∂Q2r } using the edges e1, . . . ,em ,
• {z ′↔ ∂Q2r }∪{z ′↔ ∂Q2r } using the edges e1, . . . ,ei−1, e˜i , . . . e˜i+1, . . . , e˜m ,
occur disjointly. By the BK inequality we get that
P
(
A
′ ◦B′i−1 \A ′ ◦B′i
)
≤
16
∑
j≤`−1
[ ∏
n≤`−1
n 6= j
P(yn↔ ∂Q2r )
]
P(y j ↔ z)P(y`↔ z)P(z↔ ∂Q2r )2 .
We now use Theorem 1 to conclude the proof of the lemma. 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 3. We prove the claim by induction on `. The case `= 1
is precisely Theorem 1 so we may assume ` ≥ 2. Recall the definition on
k and the events A and B from above. By Lemma 6.1, (6.1) and the two-
point function estimate (1.2) we get that
P⊗(A ′ ◦B′k)≥P(A )P(B)−Cr−2`
`−1∑
j=1
∑
z
|y j − z|2−d |y`− z|2−d .
We sum this over z and use the induction hypothesis to get that
P⊗(A ′ ◦B′k)≥ cr−2`−Cr−2``K 4−d .
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Hence if we choose K large enough (depending on `) we get that P⊗(A ′◦
B
′
k
) ≥ cr−2`. Now, since the edges {ei }i≤k are all the edges which have
an endpoint inQr the event A
′ ◦B′
k
implies that for all j ≤ ` the events
y j ↔ ∂Qr occur disjointly using the edges e1, . . . ,ek . This concludes our
proof. 
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